Jeep liberty 4.0 swap

Wiring Collection. Jeep 2. Failing to take the proper precautions or to use the right tools can put
you and your family in danger. Common dangers include electrocution and possible electrical
fireplace. To properly read a cabling diagram, one provides to find out how the particular
components in the method operate. For example , when a module is powered up and it sends
out a signal of fifty percent the voltage and the technician will not know this, he would think he
offers a challenge, as this individual would expect a 12V signal. Following diagrams is
reasonably simple, but making use of it within the range of how the device operates is the
different matter. My most sage advice is not only look from the diagram, but understand how
the components operate when inside use. Before reading a new schematic, get familiar and
understand each of the symbols. Read the schematic like a roadmap. Like any other DIY job,
you want to be sure to have the right tools to do the job. They can include a multimeter, a
non-contact voltage metal detector tests the heat of wire without touching it and a combo
sheath and wire male stripper. Being equipped with the right tools will help you be prepared for
anything throughout the electrical switch electrical wiring process. Whenever connecting
electrical cabling to a outlet, it may be important to not confuse your wire connections or force
them in the wrong fatal. The black line, on the other hand, is the hot wire and goes into the hot
terminal, the one opposite the neutral terminal. Knowing the distinction between the wire
connections will allow you to wire your home properly and avoid the high volts of swapping the
neutral and hot. You can find wire extensions available if you finish up cutting them short, but
the wiring will work better if it is intact. Luckily, there are oversized plates available at hardware
stores that you can use to cover your switches. They have a tendency to be only slightly more
expensive, but additionally last longer. A good way to tell a quality switch or outlet is by the
reputation of a back-wire feature. Be sure to test the voltage of wires and circuits before
touching them. Testing electric parts with tools for instance a wire sniffer or a multimeter can
confirm if they are safe to the touch or if an electrical current is flowing through them. Electrical
work can be a dangerous job, particularly if youre unsure as to what you are doing. Always test
before touching. Searching for tutorials on what to wire a mild switch is a great way to learn
more about how exactly to accomplish. Have the right tools handy Like any other DIY job, you
want to be sure to have the right tools to do the job. Understand your wires Whenever
connecting electrical cabling to a outlet, it may be important to not confuse your wire
connections or force them in the wrong fatal. Facebook Tweet Pin. I'm not sure it would be a
legal swap, but it would definitely be tough. The Liberty was designed for a small engine, and as
someone else said, the 4. It's by far a superior engine, but unfortunately it's not worth putting
one into a Liberty. Besides, if you're going to go through the trouble of swapping a Jeep engine,
then you are more likely to modify other parts of the Jeep, and a Liberty is not made well for
four wheeling. Trending News. Scalise says Biden is president, but there's a catch. Fans mad
that joke singers made it through on 'Idol'. Supreme Court delivers blow to Trump with tax
ruling. Deion Sanders says his office robbed while he coached. Dylan Farrow says Woody Allen
'was always hunting me'. Eyewitnesses recall horror of Denver airplane incident. UCLA gymnast
tearful as music superstar reaches out. Kate Winslet: Weight jibes were 'straight-up cruel'.
Before he stormed Capitol, student's tweets raised alarm. Can I swap a 4. Answer Save.
AnonymousGearhead Lv 7. Jeep Liberty Engine Swap. Probably, but is a Liberty really worth a
4. How do you think about the answers? You can sign in to vote the answer. Probably, but what
is the point? Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. Log in or Sign up. Engine
Swap Options? Feb 9, at AM 1. Need to replace the engine in my Liberty. It is the 3. What donor
vehicle options can I use that will be a direct drop in? Years, Makes, Models.. Feb 9, at PM 2.
Any Chrysler 3. Not sure when they changed reluctors We put a liberty motor in our
commander, swapped the oil pan liberty should be the same , intake, throttle body the temp
sensor and cam sensor. The rest was bolt up. The other thing is after ? I'll look for the list of
years when I get on the laptop. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk Pro. Feb 10, at PM 3. Having
trouble logging in the main site. Anyway here are the models that use 3. Junk yards will not
show these interchanges so you'll have to ask or search car-part. Let us know what you are
looking at and we can try to let you know what kind of things need swapping to work. People
here are very knowledgeable, they helped me out a greatly. Last edited: Feb 10, Feb 10, at PM 4.
I will have a Jeep "expert" doing the work, hopefully.. My budget is very teeny tiny, so that
makes the search even tougher. Feb 10, at PM 5. Something to keep in mind is most used
warranties and rebuilt for that matter require certain things be changed for a 90 day guarantee
to be honored. Stuff like water pump, spark plugs, oil seals replaced. When i swapped the in to
the 06, it was very straight forward and a low mileage engine to, skipped a ton of steps like the
rear main seal and crank seal because they were still perfect at 30k mikes and three years old at
the time I bought it. Did do valve cover seals cause the JY cracked a cover and second it would
be a pain to get them off in vehicle in the future commander big ass jeep PITA to get the covers

off unlike the liberty where the job is more straight forward. Also did the water pump just for the
warranty , napa has a good pump I think made by the Jeep OE maker, don't waste time on the
cheaper Chinese brand with metal impellers. I understand your installer wanting a simple job
but some of this he has to expect to do as part of doing the job right the first time. But I guess
he's guarding against something like receiving a motor and a ton of work to disassemble it to
make the reluctor compatible with the computer. If he's done a liberty swap before he should be
well versed in the ticks to save steps, if this is his first rodeo ask around here you'll find some
great advice from the folks who have already tackled this job. I think if you stay in the range
you'll have the least amount of sensors to swap. But I wouldn't be afraid of the year either. Only
two or three sensors to change, oh and the oil filter thread is different ? Feb 10, at PM 6. If I get
my friend to do it He always has a few jeeps of his own, and many part jeeps no Libertys , and
he will have my existing Jeep engine for any parts he might need, as it still runs and drives, it
just has a lower end tap, so time is limited. Since that, I happened I have only driven it to a local
garage to get a estimate, and they said it was toast. The Jeep was a 2nd vehicle I bought for fun
on trails, and to beat the winter roads, but still ride decent for when I use it as a daily driver in
the winter I didnt know that the engines had a habit of breaking I looked on Craigslist for an
engine, and every time I found one at a decent price to buy as a donor So a bit discouraged I will
have spent the same amount. Feb 10, at PM 7. Two of the tricks is the power steering and ac
compressor can be left attached and just pushed aside. Probably the same trick for a lot of
jeeps. Just about any vehicle needing a engine is going to be costly unless it's ubiquitous like a
4. I found the 3. Part of why I grabbed a motor, those are easier to find in better shape. Feb 13, at
AM 8. Feb 13, at PM 9. Wrangler's resale value is ridiculous. That's why I ended up here. This is
a good rig for the price and it's served me well. A lot warmer than a wrangler too. Lifted it rides
nicer than any lifted truck I've been in Feb 15, at AM I only had it 4 months when the motor
toasted on me I would love a wrangler, but kept hearing that they were terrible on highways and
lousy gas mileage Jun 7, at AM Found 2 s. I know the 03s have a lot to change, and the 05s are
pretty much a straight drop in Jun 7, at PM Jun 9, at AM So, just bought an motor for my Jeep
Liberty. It's not the same color Jeep, so hope it works! You must log in or sign up to reply here.
Show Ignored Content. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No,
create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? The Cummins 4BT Engine
3. This small diesel made its debut in as a part of the popular B Series of Cummins Engines.
This is engine should be name Old Reliable because it will run forever. The B50 Life Expectancy
before overhaul is roughly , miles. This engine is known for is reliability as there is no electronic
parts on the engine minus the starter and fuel-shut off solenoid. The standard 4BT was
produced from The Cummins 4BT engine is not known for his raw power only pulling
horsepower 2, rpm however the torque ratio is lb-ft of torque 1, rpm. With some common
performance upgrades this engine will pull lb-ft of torque. Torque is the amount of force all 4
four wheels will produce at the point of contact on the ground. This is important for off-roading
as a matter of a few inches is the difference between getting over that incline or ending up in the
mud. The standard 4BT will mpg in the city and mpg on the highway. A normal upgraded engine
will yield 28 â€” 30 mpg with some high level performance mods to the aftercooler, turbo and
variable lift and duration timing of the camshaft being able to get 35 - 40 mpg. The VE or VP
Rotary Fuel Pump due to its circular cam plate design allows for a constant backpressure of
fuel flow allowing for more fuel economy. If you further restrict fuel flow to the VE Pump you will
gain greater mpg however within 1 year the pump will fail as too much backpressure on the
system wreck the pump. Running some 4. Consequently if you want more power out of the VE
pump mods kits can get the pump up to HP. Full HP mods can include larger injectors, ported
heads studs, lower compression pistons, performance cams, harmonic balancers, twin turbos,
intercoolers and cold air intakes. Be prepared to pay a great deal of money for something like
that. The older mechanical inline pumps are easier to modify and upgrade however you won't
get as good of fuel millage out of them. If you are looking for power definitely go with the P as
the it pushes more fuel. This can be done via boring out the injector holes and modifying the
overhead with longer stem valves but is not recommended. The 4BTs do not use injector tubes
so boring out the injector holes can be done at a machine shop. Note that the bigger the injector
nozzles the hotter the head will get and can be prone to cracking. Fuel shops will modify the
cam, plungers and barrels, control sleeves, delivery valves and torque cams. We are not
modification specialists but know that many mods can be done. The standard injectors on the
4BT are either 7mm or 9mm with degree or degree spray pattern. The downside to P pumps
other than fuel economy is that if for any reason the unit breaks a lift pump or has a leak in the
fuel line there is no automatic shutoff. Lack of fuel will destroy the pump. The Cummins 4BT
Engine can be swapped into almost any 4 x 4 vehicle. The axles and suspension must also be
retrofitted. Dana 44s or Dana 60s are standard differentials in the swap community. For bigger

trucks or SUVs the added weight shouldn't be a huge issue however it is always a smart idea to
make sure the chassis is balanced and properly holding the addition weight. The most common
is a 4BT Jeep Swap. We offer both long blocks and extended long blocks for sale. Extended
long blocks are 'component builds' assembled to specific engine serial numbers and CPLs
critical parts list. Our bread an butter here at Big Bear is replacement industrial assemblies
however we recognize the enthusiast market has enjoyed a special relationship to the 4BT. That
being said extended long blocks are intended for existing assembly replacement for off-road
use only. It is up to you to know your local, state regulations with respect to permitting and
emissions testing. Each state and even county is different; it's best to do your homework before
embarking on a vehicle swap. In addition to component built engines we also sell used and
remanufactured options. Click Here to learn more about what our long block and extended long
blocks come with. Take a look a some of our previous builds:. Please note that we do not do
specialize in 4BT Swaps; we are diesel engine manufacturers and machinists not performance
mechanics. If you are a shop specializing in 4BT Swaps let us know and we can ship one of our
new component build, used or remanufactured 4BT engines to your facility. Check out some of
our installation partners for info on mods and engine installs. If you have any questions check
out our FAQ Page. We are always ready to help or just listen to your crazy off-roading
adventures! A member of our staff will be with you shortly. Request a Quote Please fill out the
form below with your information and request. Name required. Email required. Request for
Quote Details required. Need Help Researching an Engine Swap? Get the FREE page buyer's
guide. Industrial Swap Automotive Swap. I'm having issues coming up with enough 3. I'm
keeping one, for myself, and will be towing with it. The 3. This means that Cylinders 1 and 4
become 1 and 2, if you're speaking theoretical nonsense. Basically, it bolts in. The full core
radiator with one electric pusher and one electric puller should be enough to cool it. I've got an
01 dodge durango or dakota 4. Likewise the cam sensor is the same. I've gotten pinouts for the
engine wiring to compare between the two ECU's. Basically, in order to "convert" it, I need to do
a few things with the existing harness, but don't need to swap it altogether. I need to move the
injector and coil plugs for the v6's cylinder "2" to the v8's "cylinder 2", and cylinder "3" on the
v6 to cylinder "3" on the v8. Then add in two cylinders worth of wiring in the appropriate spots
on the ECM connectors. There are a few other things to do, but aside from that, it's pretty
straight forward electronically. It will communicate with everything just fine All of that will be an
issue, so it's going to have to get re-flashed. Has anyone got experience with having custom
computer flashing for swaps done? And whether or not I can do it as needed? Sorry, I'm not
going to be any help with this, I'm just amazed that I didnt think of it or havent seen it before.
Sounds like an easy swap. You have the crank tone ring thing all set. Ive seen too many times
where people have swapped the engine and put the wrong year block in and wonder why it
won't run different tone ring on the crank. If or when you do this, please post some pics. It
sounds awesome. They can remove the skim, change the vin, etc, all that you need. And yes it
does look fairy straight forward, I even considered the same because I was seeing KJs with bad
motors, but not many of the early tonewheel motors used. The problem with building them to
sell with v8s is it's not stock, which takes it's appeal down to specific groups. Beyond that, it
would make maintenance a pain if you tried to sell it to someone who just wants a driver. Need
to think about motor mounts. But mocking up I can see what will and will not fit. The intake
manifold on this one is not one that I will be using. I have the appropriate jeep one along with
computer etc. This motor still needs the tone rings swapped on the crank, and cleaned up, but I
want the mounts and exhaust done before I ever get to that point, so that it's purely a
mechanical issue and electrical to finish. Motor in with trans bolted up. I'm thinking that the
grand cherokee motor mounts should work out for me. The heater hoses will need to be
stretched, in the middle, so that the reservoir and heater core can be hooked up and look
proper. You can NOT use a factory e-fan. I will have to cut the e-fan out of the e-fan only fan
shroud, and install one directly on the radiator, with a pusher on the other side. The fan shroud
itself will then fit in order to duct air efficiently. Power steering gets a little tight but the hoses
will all reach and fit with plenty of flex. There's actually too much hose to the U and the cooler,
but no big deal. Here's how it sits with the v8 in it. Obviously it will drop a bit more with full
fluids, driveshaft, exhaust, everything else assembled. I'll be wanting diesel springs, but it didn't
drop the height by too much. This is where it will sit for a week or so while I finish up the engine
replacement on the black I do not love these things. I love what I can buy them for and sell them
for. This one, I love the color and interior The guy who did that swap posted the videos, a
picture or two, and has never been heard from again. This is a swap that has been done
hundred of times before, but I'm having trouble finding a good single documented swap on it
Thanks SamAlexia I have a fellow who wants to pay me to swap a 4. I'll post all the tech and info
for anyone who can do it themselves, and gladly. But people such as him who haven't got the

shop or tools to do the swap will still come to me. Same thing that I do with my snowplow
pumps I don't see the point in being the only person with this swap and holding onto all of the
tech for myself. I will not share enough how-to to put a buick into an 86 comanche, though,
because that one is a one off and should be I don't want to share information when it comes to
something like that because there is too much liability involved in being the person who
suggested it. Replacing my cherokee with this one is a practical matter I'm a small business
owner and operator now, and also in a position that I need to be driving a respectable vehicle.
My only real complaints are the girlish figure and the fact just about everytime you put gas in
them, it sprays down the side of the Jeep when you just try to even out the dollar amount after
the click! Mine is a I have a friend that has a 2nd gen Libby that does the same thing. Then you
can do this next Solid front axle swap. Or this I award you no points, and may god have mercy
on your soul. If I ever do anything to mine, it will be a 3. Then the most it would see is the green
trail at the badlands. You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to
post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link
instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Liberty V8 Conversion? Reply to this
topic Start new topic. Prev 1 2 Next Page 1 of 2. Recommended Posts. JeepcoMJ Posted March
19, Posted March 19, So, This has been done, with no build threads or real tech. What I'm going
to have issues with is the ECM itself. Link to post Share on other sites. Posted March 21,
JeepcoMJ Posted March 21, I will definitely post a build thread of it up somewhere. Sir Sam
Posted March 21, JeepcoMJ Posted March 26, Posted March 26, I'll be wanting diesel springs,
but it didn't drop the height by too much This is where it will sit for a week or so while I finish up
the engine replacement on the black Sir Sam Posted March 26, Alexia Posted March 26, You
love those KJs! Someone else that has done the swap. Sir Sam Posted March 27, Posted March
27, JeepcoMJ Posted March 27, Alexia Posted March 27, I did as well for my 99 conversion.
They look like girl jeeps in stock form. This fits the bill. I have a Libby in my stable as well. I
agree with everything you said. I'm a fan of what you have going on, keep it up! Lifted they don't
look so bad, though. JeepcoMJ Posted March 28, Posted March 28, I've not had that issue with
my gasser, either. Posted March 29, JeepcoMJ Posted March 29, SFA libby swaps are for rich
pricks. Join the conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this topic Insert
image from URL. Followers 1. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. So the manufacturers are
trying to choose the one according the price of the car. The more expensive and prestigious the
model, the bigger is the motor and the more powerful it is. Budget versions seldom have more
than two litres of cubage. This car brand is well-known for its legendary 4. It was created by
AMC back in The volume is 4. Its power is hp at rpm power depends on the year of production
and the model of car, which is installed. The torque is Nm at rpm. The family of these motors
was launched in In a relatively short period of time, the engine has won the trust of customers.
Demand for the powertrain is explained by its economical fuel consumption, smooth operation
and durability. The company was founded in The first machine was designed by Karl Probst in
and was used for military purposes. In August , a civilian version of this car went on sale. In ,
the company became the property of Chrysler Group. The first car with all-wheel drive was the
Wagoneer model, which was presented in A year later, the manufacturer presented a 2-door
Cherokee, which is still produced today. In , the Jeep range was added to the legendary
Wrangler off-road vehicle. The head of the company is Sergio Marchionne. Reliability, modern
equipment and powerful specifications of Jeep allowed the brand to reach popularity in
countries. Its completely updated Grand Cherokee is one of the best all-wheel drive vehicles,
has a remarkable dynamics and is deemed a car to rely on. This motor was officially introduced
in as a replacement for the AMC It was innovative and drew a lot of attention to its launch.
During its history this motor was modernized many times and is still considered one of the
legendary Jeep engines. If you look at history, in , the second generation of Grand Cherokee
received a new 4. And in in this family appeared 3. And, unlike the V8, there is a balance shaft to
fight the mentioned moments of inertia forces of the first order. But there were still two valves
per cylinder. Unlike the PowerTech V8, the V6 has only one spark plug per cylinder in all
versions of this motor. Among the disadvantages except for the low power of a liter they
mention a bit rough operation in terms of vibration and noise and a relatively high consumption.
There are also two family problems for V-shaped PowerTech : falling out of the valve seats from
the heads and sticking of hydro-compensators. Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. Best tires for Jeep Grand Cherokee are represented by the
most famous tire manufacturers on the market. Since we are talking about a fairly heavy vehicle,
tire load limit plays one of the most important roles when The reason for stock spiral coils
replacement is most often the desire to increase the cross-country ability of the Jeep or the
wear of the old set. Many Jeep coil kits are designed to lift the vehicle significantly, so Just like
in any other vehicle, ball joints on Jeep JK are an important suspension element that provides

smooth handling, as well as partial shock absorption on rough roads. Vehicle transfer box is
designed for the distribution of torque between several drive axles of all-wheel drive multi-drive
vehicles, which have high support and coupling qualities, which is achieved by an optimal Your
searches probably revolve around jeep wrangler price and jeep wrangler for sale. This model is
a direct heir and worthy descendant of the first classic SUV Jeep Rear axle of the car is one of
the main units of the car with a rear drive, connects the rear wheels of one axis among
themselves, as well as transmits the torque from the engine through the shaft to the driving
wheels Is the Jeep 3. In particular, the unit received a two-stage valve lift height change system
VVL. In normal driving, it is small, but when the gas pedal is pressed abruptly, it switches to
There are the following options of soft roofs to protect against rain: Original tents and
equipment for their installation are produced by MOPAR â€” it is full-size tents stretched on
their own frames of unique Amazon and the Amazon logo are trademarks of Amazon. Editorial
Staff. Add comment. Facebook Twitter. View all posts. Rubicon Transfer Case. Delete Sunrider
Soft Top. You may also like. Affiliate Disclosure BallisticParts. Created by Ballisticparts. Best
E36 Headlights. Best Oils for Duramax Engine in Best Silverado Headlights. Honda Paint Recall.
Best Tuners for 5. Best Cold Air Intakes for 7. Best Oils for 6. T56 Rebuild Kit. NV Rebuild Kit.
LS1 Rebuild Kit. Best Tires for Jeep Grand Cherokee. NP Rebuild Kit. Nissan Xterra Towing
Capacity. Nissan Altima Oil Types. TCS off Nissan Maxima. Best FRS Headlights. Scion tC
Engine Swap. Scion tC Oil Type. Best Battery for Subaru Outback. Best BRZ Headlights.
Off-Road WRX. Subaru WRX Battery. Best Toyota Tundra Headlights. Best Tacoma Headlights.
W58 Transmission. MR2 Snap Oversteer. Best 5W Oils in Best 5W Oil for Cars and Trucks in
Weathertech Window Deflectors Problems. Best Headlights. Okay, maybe we're being a little
harsh saying "dumbest engine swaps. But saying "swaps that don't make altogether that much
sense and are supplanted by alternatives that are more intrinsically facile" doesn't exactly roll
off the tongue. Granted, some of these swap ideas aren't exactly commonplace. And some
actually have a cool factor that could outweigh the hassle and complexity of the swap.
Nonetheless, they're swaps that we're asked about from time to time, so we feel the need to
address them here. So before you grab the engine hoist and start ripping the diesel out of your
tow rig for transplant into your flattie, or pull the trigger on that Viper V from mopar. Dodge V
The candidate: The 8. The reality: Hey, it's a big engine with lots of packaging issues and it
doesn't make a whole ton of power for its weight. Sure, the Viper engine is lighter and more
powerful, but it's also exponentially more expensive. Although the aftermarket support isn't
super-strong, Hotwire Auto hotwireauto. The exception: We've seen Wranglers with swapped-in
Vs that give a wow-factor that is good if you want to build a torquey show pony. We think: If
you're looking for that much additional weight and want lb-ft of torque off-idle, it makes more
sense to consider a or GM or Ford big-block. However, we do think the larger engine bay of an
FSJ would make a cool home for the big V and briefly considered going with a big iron Magnum
V in our Project J '68 Jeep pickup. Later stroked to 3. The perception: Why not yank a 2. If it
blows, you can grab a replacement pretty much anywhere. Or, why not upgrade a 2. The reality:
Even the "mighty" 3. Besides, reliability was never one of the degree V-6's traits. We think: The
2. Its only saving grace is that it shares the same bellhousing bolt pattern as Jeep's 2. We'd
rather have one of those. The 5. The perception: Since these engines litter the boneyards
nowadays they represent a great high-revving source for a fuel-injected engine. The reality:
There's very little aftermarket support for the 4. Furthermore, the overhead cam design of these
engines translates into an exceptionally wide package that's sure to have interference issues in
most engine bays. And despite the perception, the 4. It's just that they make comparatively poor
torque down low in stock trim, so you really have to wind 'em up. The exception: Perhaps if you
scored a supercharged 5. We think: There's no wow factor and no really good reason to run a
Mod Motor. Medium-Duty Diesel The candidate: We're talking about the 5. The perception: For
some reason guys think one of these engines will make any Jeep better everywhere from the
trail to the street. Most expect exceptional low-end grunt in the rocks and mileage numbers on
the street in the high 20mpg range. The reality: These engines are without exception packaging
nightmares in most Jeep chassis. Besides the fact most weigh in excess of 1,lbs, the related
turbo, intercooler, plumbing, and cooling components will put many swappers over the edge.
The massive torque of most of these engines will require equally-massive axle and drivetrain
upgrades, not to mention frame and suspension bolstering. Plus, comfort will suffer thanks to
the immense vibration and exhaust fumes. Or start with a larger candidate, like a J-truck. We
think: There's a wow-factor with a cleanly-done big diesel swap, but it's a deceptively-complex
undertaking that will overwhelm most enthusiasts who try to tackle it themselves. Ford Flathead
V-8 The candidate: Back in the late '40s and early '50s the Ford flathead V-8 was the affordable
alternative to the new and expensive overhead-valve V-8s like those offered by Oldsmobile and
Cadillac. The ''54 Ford flathead belted out hp depending on model and year, which was a real

improvement over the Go Devil's 60hp. The perception: Old is new and the tattooed hot rod
culture is en-vogue once again. It's retro-cool to slap a Ford flathead V-8 in a flattie using swap
meet parts for a unique wheeler that'll turn heads when the hood is popped. The exception: In
our travels we've come across a few genuine examples using old-school conversion
bellhousing adapters, but don't hold your breath looking for one to surface. We think: It's not a
swap a casual admirer of the hot rod culture should undertake, but it's worth looking into if
you've got the time, deep pockets, and conviction to make it happen. During a brief search we
found a company called Flatattack Racing Products flatattackracing. This bellhousing could
also be used to mate the flattie to an AX, which can be mated to a Spicer As long as the
suspension is kept at stock height there should be plenty of driveshaft to make it happen. With
the intake valves moved from the block to the head, the F-head could breathe much more freely
than the L-head. The perception: It's nearly a bolt-in swap that will up the power over the older
L-head and help a stock ish Willys maintain speed on grades. It delivers 20 percent more
horsepower and nearly 10 percent more torque. The reality: It's all true. However, nowadays
there are other ways to get drivability out of your L-head and better swap candidates that don't
use antiquated parts like the F-head and don't require a special carb or a hole to be cut in the
hood for carb clearance. If you want power in your L-head-powered flattie, why not be different
and slap a 2. Or, if you're really good with swapping in a different four-banger, why not run a 2.
Use a 2. The reality: Have you ever looked under the hood of a 4. Besides looking like a
nightmare to extricate, the WJ's overhead cam 4. And again, there's very little in the way of
aftermarket harness and ECU support to make the swap easy. The exception: We really can't
think of any. We think: If you want modern V-8 power, you'll be way better off finding a wrecked
Silverado and nabbing the 5. The catch was that up until the LC3 came along in '07, all
Northstars were transversely-mounted in front-wheel drive applications. The reality: The
transverse-mounted architecture is a nightmare to overcome. For starters, the log-style oil pan
can't be chopped into a rear-sump design. Then, the intake manifold must be turned degrees on
the engine and the water pump manifold and water pump removed from the rear of the engine
and replaced with an electric water pump for firewall clearance. The exception: The engine
architecture works well for rear-engine sand rail applications and, indeed, these engines are
supported with aftermarket wiring harnesses and stand-alone ECUs. We think: Leave 'em to the
buggies. Jeep 4. Used in Jeep Wrangler, Cherokee, Comanche, and Grand Cherokees for over
20 years and as durable as an anvil, there's no shortage of good swap candidates. The
perception: I'll take my 2. The reality: Yeah, you can. Buy why would you? You've got to cut off
the 2. The only way it makes sense is if you have a complete donor sitting next to your Jeep and
then, isn't it easier to just put your lift on the donor? But then, wouldn't you just go with a V-8
instead? We think: You're still better off selling your 2. The perception: The more-compact 4BT
will make any Jeep a real econobox commuter without giving up insane off-road crawling grunt
and offers little-to-no packaging issues. The reality: The 4BT is easier to fit into most Jeep
engine bays and will deliver great mileage numbers on the road if gearing is carefully selected
to keep the rpms d
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own. But again, the noise, vibration, and fumes from one of these little paint shakers will be
enough to push most Jeep owners over the edge of the nearest cliff. Plus, they weigh a little
more than an all-iron big-block. They sound good on paper, but when you've lived with one of
these conversions for a little while the buzzing and belching can really test the temperament of
some drivers. It's only the right engine for the right driver. We think: They're great, durable little
mills that make good torque, but not a lot of power unless modified. For those with more refined
tastes, a CRD from a Liberty would be easier to live with on a day-to-day basis, but there's no
denying the dirt-simple engine management of the 4BT that will surely continue to hook
prospective swappers. Trasborg sharply disagrees, but we have noted a difference in drivability
between the 4BT and the 2. Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry Videos. The exception: There is
none. Move on. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

